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"We salvaged as much as we could."
senior Kristen Lytle, neighbor

'Beer9
T-shirts
cause
dispute
BY GEARY COX

news editor
A parody of the popular
"Purple Out!" T-shirts distributed every year during Homecoming spurred
complaints from the Student
Government Association and
the Homecoming Committee.
Seniors Alison Crawford,
Kate Moran and Stephanie
Wallis approached the executive board of Phi Sigma Pi coed honors fraternity with the
idea to sell the "I bleed beer" Tshirts as a fund raiser. All three
are members of the group.
Traditional "Purple Out!" Tshirts read, "I bleed purple."
"We thought that [the project]
could raise a lot of money,"
Crawford said. The profits from
the sale would go to a Phi Sigma
Pi-sponsored scholarship.
When the executive board
opted not to sponsor the fund
raiser, Crawford, Moran and
Wallis fronted the money
themselves.
"Since [Phi Sigma Pi) is an

A haunting sight
Jack-o-lantern causes fire in Fox Hill
BY SHARON SCHIFF

senior writer

see SHIRTS, page 4

HEAL+H

EAT
Additional
Inasal spray
to fight flu

CASEY TEMPLBTON/ifliwrihMaaj Bhoeofna+er
Top, tha townhouse of 1507 Fox Hill catches cMaze
after a candle Inside a pumpkin sat curtains on Mrs.
Above, a Harrisonburc firefighter works to gat the
firs under control.

A jack-o-lantem in the window of
1507 Fox Hill caught lire, setting the
townhouse ablaze Saturday night.
The fire began when a candle
inside a pumpkin set the curtains
on fire, said Harrisonburg Fire Chief
Larry Shifflett He estimated about
$50,000 to $60,000 worth of damage
to the house.
At the time of the blaze, there were
two people home — one roommate
and a friend, said junior Michael
Toner, a resident of 1507 Fox Hill.
Toner said that he was driving
around the comer from Squire Hill
as he saw smoke coining from his
row. "I jumped out of my car and ran
to my apartment."
Senior Katie Riesenfeld, who lives
in 1501, reported the fire at 8:32 p.m.

after a friend ran over to her home
and let her know of the fire in 1507.
Senior Sarah Krebs lives three
doors down from the scene of the
incident. "I saw flames from the
window," Krebs said. "No one had a
fire extinguisher and the fire was too
involved to do anything." Her concern was getting people away from
the burning home.
Four fire engines and one ladder
truck arrived at the scene at 8:37 p.m.
are FIRE, page 4
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\ lew more fire photos on-

line at www.lhebreeze.org.
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BY DIEDTRA HENDERSON

Associated Press
A Maryland manufacturer
will provide an additional 1
million doses of its FluMist
vaccine, making a total of 3
million doses of the nasal spray
available, Health and Human
Services Secretary Tommy G.
Thompson said Thursday, as
officials tried to deal with a
shortage of flu shots.
However, FluMist. which
contains weakened live virus.
cannot be used by those at highest risk for flu complications.
It is only approved for healthy
people aged 5 to 49.
Thompson
encouraged
health care workers and people
who care for high-nsk individuals to use the nasal spray.
"It is safe. It is protective,
and people should avail themselves of that opportunity,"
Thompson said.
Between injected and inhaled
vaccines and antiviral drugs,
enough medicine will be available to treat 100 million people
this flu season, officials said.
Beginning the first week
of November through early
December,
Medlmmune
expects to ship 400,000 doses
per week, said David Mott,
Medlmmune
president.
People will be charged $16 to
$23.50 per dose.

PC Dukes employees to wear togas for Homecoming
BY RACHANA DIXIT

staff writer
Workers at PC Dukes will wear
togas during work hours in support
of this year's Homecoming Week
theme. Go 4 the Gold.
ThethernewasmsrjiredbytheOiyrnpic
games held in Athens this past summer,
said senior Jess Begley. a member of the
Homecoming Student Spirit Committee
that devised with the theme.
"We have really tried to recreate
a theme," Begley said. Flyers on how
to make a toga also will be handed

For a full listing of events, go to
www.jmu. edu/homecoming.
out on the commons.
Some of the annual Homecoming
events include the banner contest,
Sunset on the Quad, Commons
Day and Talent Jam, said Wendell
Esbenshade, assistant director of
alumni relations.
"Purple Out" T-shirts were made

by SGA and will be handed out during the pep rally on Friday. More than
1,700 of the popular shirts will be
distributed at the pep rally, according
to senior Alka Franceschi, SGA vice
president for student affairs.
The Homecoming Parade is scheduled for Friday, Oct. 25 at 5 p.m. The

parade will start on Duke Drive by
Mauck Stadium, and follow Bluestone
Drive toward Godwin Hall.
The pep rally, sponsored by Student
Ambassadors, will immediately follow
the parade. Ambassadors will distribute beads, pompoms and key chains to
students at the pep rally, according to
junior Regan Hiatt. co-committee head
of student spirit marketing.
Many of the prizes available at the
pep rally will also be available at all the
events, and more Homecoming h
available in display cases In Taylor Hall.

Target may replace old Valley Mall Wal-mart
BY JENNIFER DROOLS

contributing writer

KELLY MSraR/jmor ;»itHil|li|P*«i

MaM may house new Target.

A Target store may take
over the old Wal-mart building at Valley Mall.
"There are plans for the
demolition of the old Walmart building beginning as
early as December for a new
anchor store in the mall," said
Billie Scott corporate manager
of Simon, the corporation that
owns Valley Mall.
A representative at Vallev

Mall said, "Although there
is no official confirmation
from the Target Corporation,
there is still a possibility that
[Targetl could be a candidate
for settling in the old Walmart warehouse."
Sophomore Katie Pennisi
is very enthusiastic about
Target's possible arrival. "I
was used to having a Target
in my hometown," she said.
"1 would be really excited
that I now get to enjoy one
while I am at school."

Sophomore Jackie Bos Target in Harrisonburg is yet
said, "Target has a selection ' another sign that the comof apparel that is slightly munity is growing to accomhigher end in value than modate shopping, according
Wal-mart. I could definitely to Laurie Peterson, presisee myself shopping there dent of the Virginia Retail
for clothes and room decor." Merchants Association.
"Having a large retail corTarget already is a popular corporation throughout poration come into a develthe United States, according oping community such as
to the Target Corporation. It Harrisonburg can be a draw,"
ranked 23" on the Fortune she said. "It will bring people
500 list in 2004 and has into the area, which will definitely boost business for surstores in 47 states.
The idea of having a rouridirur, shops."
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Monday, Oct. 25

Tuesday, Oct. 26

Molly McKinley from the Student Conservation
Association will talk about internship opportunities from 4 to 6
p.m. in Taylor Hall, room 400. From environmental education
and historical interpretation to botany. SCA otters internships
nationwide In over 50 disciplines, available throughout Ihe
year. For more information visit www.tnesce.orn.

Bill Pelke, founder of the organization 'Journey ol Hope, from
Violence to Healing," will be speaking al 7 p.m. In Integrated Sciences
and Technology, room 159 Pelke has gone from a supporter of the
death penalty to an anti-death penalty activist since the murder of his
grandmother by four teenage girls in 1985.

Off Campus Life is sponsoring a House Fair. This Is
a chance for you to find oul the truth about living in each
major apartment/townhouse complex here al JMU Irom real
students who have had both good and bad experiences. The
event will take place in PC Ballroom at 7 p.m. For more information contact Britt at timmerbm

Wednesday, Oct. 27
Come and see JMU's most talented students at Sunset on the
Quad Dance and a cappella groups will be performing Meet us on
the Quad in front of Wilson Hall. Don! forget the free food, prizes and
entertainment. For more information contact Kim Rogers at rogerskj or
Krissy Schnebel at schnebka.

■MMMMH

The Homecoming Banner Contest will be judged by
the student body and seven faculty members on the commons. All entries will be displayed on Godwin Held following
the competition for the JMU community to view. Contact
Ashley Bullard at bullarab lor more information.

"Crab meat and
Old Bay, and
it tasted
mm-mm good.'

A contractor reported the theft ol a dnll pack combo, battery-operated drill, sheet metal tongs, tow
snips and a drill and battery charger Irom the Robert and Frances Plecker Athletic Performance Center
between Oct. 19 at 4:10 p.m. andOct 20 at 6:10 a.m.
A JMU student reported the theft ol a CD player from a vehicle parked In P Lot on Oct. 20 between 5:30
and 8:30 p.m
A JMU student reported the theft ol a CD player from a vehicle parked in the R3 Lot between Oct. 19 at
1230 p.m. and Oct. 21 at 6:20 p.m

What was the strangest
pizza topping you ever
had and what did it
taste like?

Breaking Entering/Grand Larceny/Property Damage
An investigation revealed that the rear window to the storage shed In the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum had
been pried open and torn from the window Irame. A chainsaw was missing Also, a weedeater and two
backpack blowers were taken between Oct. 18 at 2.30 p.m and Oct. 19 al 7 a.m.

(540) 568-3694

Total parking tickets since Aug 19: 7,161

News Desk:
(540) 568-6699
breezenewsOhotmail. com
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(540)568-3151

w« meet loosscuss Ihe
possibility of Increasing the
number ol blue Ughls. Also,
administrative support is
not specifically lor blue
■ants, but for addressing
student safety concerns In
general. The Brno* ipolo
gizee tor any contusion

bn9ezevanelyOr10fmaif.com

In the Od. 21 Issue ol
The Breeze. Jamie Spechi
was incorscty hsled as a
tenor. He » actually a 04
lumnus

Total drunk in public since Aug 19: 36
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In the Oct 21 issue ol The
Br—n two fads regarding the construction ol new
(Hue IgMs were misconstrued First, the Student
Government Association

Felony Eluding/Felony Assault on a Police Officer
Meghan E Dolmat. 20. ol Virginia Beach, was arrested and charged with felony eluding, letony assault
on a police officer, obstruction of justice, possession of a fictitious license, underage possession of alcohol and driving under the influence on Oct. 22 at 1:30 a.m. at East Elizabeth St. and Broad St.

"Skittles that
tasted like
rainbow
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senior writer
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Main Telephone:
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POLICE LOG
BY SHARON SCHIFF/

The Bmeze It published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
dleti sailed throughout James
Madison University and the local
Harnsonburg community. Commerits and complaints should be
addressed to Alison Fargo, editor

MISSION

Variety Desk:

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
brBezesportsQhotmail. com
Opinion/Focus Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeoptnionQhotmail. com
breezefocusQhotmail. com
Photo/Graphics
Office:
(540) 568-6749
breezephotoQhotmail.com
breezegraphicsQhotmaH. com

The arms, the student-run newspaper ol James Madison University, serves student and faculy readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community The Breeze strives to be impartial
and lair in its reportng and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.
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CLASSIFIEDS
a How to piece a rtsaaaltrt: Go
10 wvAv.thebrean.org and each
on the dasstled Ik* or come
into the office weekdays between
8 a.m. and 5 p.m
B Cost SS 00 lor the first 10
words. $3 lor each additional 10
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James Madison University
Harnsonburg. Virginia 22807
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Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg

Come Dojvn r^Pj£-*-

nter%inment
al*"

1/1 Price Appetizer
Appetizei Menu
Daily 4-9 pm
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken

Jimmy 'O' Every Thursday

Sun Dried Oposs
Fri. Nov. 5th

Boogie Hawg -

Po Boy

M

HamATurkey, and more...
Wings- lit each MonAThurt
eat In only

Salads

Sat. N

vegetarian Dishes

Wed Oysters

Come out and audition! No appointment necessary. Get a great job in a great show. We
are searching for outgoing and dynamic performers including: singers, dancers, actors,
character actors, jugglers, magicians and instrumentalists lor live shows. Bring prepared
audition for all talents. Visit: www.TalenlSearchBGW.com or call 800-253-3302.

S.00/ Doi
JOwWaarStHeraoaui
'0*ssVwasvllim.2un
4139874

parent or legal guardian with you You must be at least 15 to
audition and 16 to be employed Proof ol ags is required

Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday crablegs
10.99/lb

SEAFOOD BAR

&

Thursday, November 4th
1:00 pm to 5:00 pm, James Madison University
Taylor Hall University Center, Rooms 400 & 405

GRILL

If you are under 18 you must haves

Bus* Gardens and Water County USA are equal opportunity
employers and support ■ salt and drug tret workplace. Appkcants
wJI be subject to testing (both pre and post employment) tor Ihe
presence of legal drugs.

Call it
Democracy
a aocoaaotarr ilia DT Hatt loan

Wednesday, October 30
[grafton-stovall theatre
7:30 pm
tickets $3
get informed,
get inspired,
icate
to boar tha
factor apeak
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Volunteer Teaching Corps
to recruit l\l I students
The Volunteer Teaching
Corps will be speaking to
students Wednesday, Oct.
27 at 7 pm in Taylor Hall,
room 404.
The group recruits graduates horn top colleges and
universities to get women
and men to come to Chicago
to serve for two years as
teachers in underserved
urban schools.
Corps members live
together and receive room,
board, medical insurance,
transportation and a monthly
stipend of $150 per month
VTC members will earn a
state of Illinois teaching certificate and credits toward a
masters degree.

The University Health
Center will begin offering
vaccinations for the influenza
virus today and will continue
offering the vaccine on a firstcome, first-served basis.
The Health Center has only
a limited supply of the vaccine
to offer to JMU faculty, staff,
faculty/staff emeritus and
students. The flu shot is $10
per person; no vaccination are
available for family members
or members of the public.
Vaccinations will be
available from 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. Monday to Friday in
the JMU Health Center.
Persons wishing to receive
the shot must provide documentation proving that they
meet the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention's eligibility guidelines.
More information is available at the Health Center's Web
site, mwwpnujduflteilMr.

II1SAI H \N . AVI < >k . ' 'i humgphutnfraphfr
Sophomore Gwendolyn BrantJey crosses the finish line and high-fives freshman Jsred Brown Sunday during the Rev. I. Patrick Gray 5K race for cancer.

about risk management, change management, the economics of disasters,
topics on land mine remediation,
Since 1996, The Mine Action ethics and organizational structure
Information Center has been here and design, according to the MAIC.
at JMU. The group's mission has
"It has been very back and forth,"
been to collect, process, analyze and said Suzanne Fiederline, a research
disseminate information relevant associate for the MAIC "We received
to land mine-related issues. Now, some criticism, but — overall — the
the United Nations Development professors were very pleased with
Program1 has contacted the MAIC the interaction and the participants
to conduct a training session to were also very receptive to new
senior-level officials from 17 land ideas and having the opportunity to
mine-plagued countries.
have this exchange."
•The five-week training course
Over the course of this fiveran from Sept. 20 to Oct. 22. The week period, the participants were
courses were taught by 25 JMU pro- not only involved in their training
fessors from a variety of depart- courses given on campus, but they
ments, including the College of also had the opportunity to explore
Business, College of Integrated the campus and Harrisonburg.
Science and Technology, College of
"Their interaction within the
Arts and Letters and the College of community and in the courses
Education. JMU students that either was overall very positive," said
work or volunteer for MAIC also Marion White, a management
have worked during the conference. professor who taught some of the
The 17 participating nations modules on planning.
were all from war-stricken counSenior Katherine Rose, who
tries plagued with the issue of land works with MAIC as a program
ntn« ,md Unexploded Ordinances, assistant, said, "This is a wonor UXOs. The participants were derful opportunity for MAIC
all senior-level officials from their Hopefully, we can have more conrespective countries, though not all ferences in the future and give
of them were here to learn about the more people training to make
same facet of land mine action.
the mine action community more
Some participants came to learn. aware and efficient."

Expo gives chance to find grad schools

Students voice votes

tives] at the expo is very focused."
Interested students will have
the opportunity to talk to representatives from a variety of schools
and team about all the programs
they can apply to, on Wednesday
in 1SAT, room 259.
"(The expo] really helps to
narrow down schools before you
decide to visit or apply," said senior Molly Shepherd, president of
the Pre-Physical Therapy Society.
Students from all majors may
attend the event, but the majority
are biology, health science or kinesiology majors. The expo typi-

BY SHARON SCHIFP AND DARCIE ROBERGE

BY KATIE O'DOWD

staff writer
The Physical Therapy expo
will bring representatives from
v.mous physical therapy programs across the country for
students to learn about different
graduate school opportunities in
physical therapy.
"The expo is for students who
have a high level of interest in
physical therapy and know they
are headed down that road," said
Jeff Konin, pre-physical therapy advisor. "Interaction with (representa-

cally attracts about 150 students.
Twenty-three schools were recruited for the event, such as the
University of Miami, Elon University and Gannon University.
"It gives the schools a chance
to put a face to the name so when
you apply you are more than just
a piece of paper," Shepherd said.
No other colleges or universities have a physical therapy expo
like IMll does, according to junior Laura Pitrelli.
Students should dress in casual professional wear and come
prepared with question-.

Congress eliminates student loan loophole
Bv MELA LOUISE NORMAN
Washington Square News
Congress recently passed a
bill that closes a legal loophole
thai allowed lending mmpalltsi
to profit at taxpayer expense
through a government-run student loan program.
The bill eliminates a section of
the Higher Education Act that requires the government to guarantee a 9,5 percent return to private
companies that fund some student
loans. Most students now pay
about 3.5 percent interest on loans,
and the government has made up
the difference, which cost nearly

$1 billion in the last fiscal year.
Congress passed the bill Saturday, a measure which the Government Accountability Office
expects will save the government
$270 million this year.
"[The legislation] sends a dear
signal that Congress is serious about
ck»sing off this spigot to lenders and
reinvesting the funds where they
should be in the first place - helping students,'' said Alicia Hurley,
director of New York University's
Office of Federal Policy.
The bill will expire after one
year, and siill l.-is landan WlllWal
some of their pnrfits at the original subsidy rate, in an attempt to

SOH-sponsoredtripto NYC
(Society of Hosteurs)

RIDERS NEEDED!

DateofTrip: November 12-14
$75 total

JMU hosts U.N.
de-mining conference
contributing writer

for economic research

Health Center begins
offering flu vaccinations
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BY YASMEEN ALAMIRI

JMU ranked in top 20

A new study of economic education research
Croductivity among colfges and universities has
ranked JMU in the top 20
nationwide.
The study was conducted by Melody Lo and
M.C. Wong, two assistant
professors of economics at
the University of Southern
Mississippi.
The
topranked school in the study
was Vanderbilt University
in Nashville, Tenn.
JMU has a nationally recognized Center
for Economic Education
that conducts research
in economic education
and serves area schools
with funding from a
local non-profit organization, Shenendoah Valley
Economic Education.
The Lo-Wong study will
be included in the forthcoming book. "Shaping the
Learning Curve: Essays on
Economic Education."

MONDAY, OCT.

(includes bus ride there and back, muffins and juice on the way

down, and a box lunch)

Contact Michelle Budniewski (budnieml@jmu.edu) if interested

■ *FREE*N
4 night rental
one per customer

Free Membership
Over 1,000 Movies
DVDs, VHS, XBoX & PS2 games

W. 33 Cost
MtritoWJtnd/i_

540.4H5M

protect non-profit lenders. The
guarantee was first implemented
in 1980 to ensure affordable loans
were available to students, according to a Sept. 10 article in The
Washington Post.
While the "quick fix" doesn't sit
well with some higher education
professionals. Hurley said, they
hope that when the Higher Education Act, which provides for student aid programs, is reauthorized
next year the remaining student
loan loopholes with be closed.
"There is a better chance of
'savings' being recouped and used
toward other higher education programs if they wait," Hurley said.

senior and contributing writer
With Just 8 days left until the 2004 presidential
election, some people on campus are still unsure
which way to cast their vote while others have
made up their minds.
Sophomore Evan Martin explained that he
was uncertain for whom he would vote. Despite
Martin's fickle political stance, he plans to vote in
November. "1 am split on the war and all kinds of
issues," he said.
Martin does not have a particular favorite on
this year's election ballot. "1 do not really like
either of the major candidates," Martin said. "I
need to educate myself more on the major issues,
which I plan to do."
Although some are wavering between Bush
and Kerry, there are people around campus who are
very adamant in their political decisions this fall.
Junior Andrew Cassedy is ready to cast his vote
for John Kerry. "Kerry's ideas are more focused towards my beliefs ... like on the war and healthcare."
In addition, Kerry is an eloquent speaker and
has a lot of experience through 20 years in Congress, Cassedy said.
Cassedy said Bush's words and actions do not
match up. "Bush will lean one way, saying he will
do one thing, when — in fact — he does another,"
Cassedy said. Cassedy also is fed up with Bush's
attention to the financial state of the country. "Economically. Bush has done nothing positive."
Cassedy also explained that both parties are
guilty of attacking the other side. "There has
been a lot of mudslinging which does not show
how either one of them will handle leadership,"
Cassedy said.
For freshman Matthew Wallace the decision
to vote for Bush was easy. "1 am pro-life, pro-God
and anti-terrorism. Bush has the moral fortitude
to run a country like ours properly."
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FIRE: Jack-O-Lantern
sets townhouse ablaze
I IKE, from page 1

About 25 firefighters from the
Harrisonburg Fire Department
were at the scene, according to
Shirflett He sad the fire was under control in about 20 minute*
although firefighters were on the
scene until 11 JO p.m.
Fox Hill Property Manager Stephanie Furr offered
the residents a place to stay,
but they already had plans to
stay with friends.
"My supervisor will be
contacting the insurance company," Furr said. "Right now,
we are dealing with the immediate [situation]."
Seniors Kristen Lytle and
Cary Bell came home from
dinner to discover their neighbors' townhouse was in flames.
Bell said the two were unsure
which house was on fire at first
because there were so many fin?

trucks surrounding the area.
After realizing her house
was not the one in flames,
"I ran inside to get my laptop," Lytle said.
No one was injured.
Lytle said, in her townhouse next door, there was
water damage and a small
hole in the roof. They did
not stay in their place the
night of the fire.
"We don't know when we
are moving back in," Lytle said.
She explained that they
had to move their stuff
to one side of a room to
avoid water damage to
their belongings.
Sunday morning, the1
neighbors of 1503, 1509 and
1511 helped clean up 1507.
"It was a community effort
and we salvaged as much as
we could," Lvtle added.

http://iipfc.jmii.eihi

SHIRTS: SGA upset regarding
'Beer,' 'Purple' shirt similarities
SHIRTS, from page 1

honors fraternity, they thought
it would be as if all of us are
drunks," Crawford said.
The three placed an initial
order of 100 shirts about three
weeks ago and sold out in less
than a week, Moran said. "We
were just selling them to our
friends by word of mouth,"
she said. They all had to correct misnomers when selling the T-shirts that the fund
raiser was sponsored or condoned by Phi Sigma Pi.
Crawford serves as social
chair for the group, Moran as
fund-raising chair and Wallis
as public relations chair. Despite their association with
the fraternity, all three denied
using Phi Sigma Pi's name
'during the sale of the shirts.
Because Phi Sigma Pi re-

fused to participate in the
fund raiser, the three will now
search for a new scholarship to
benefit from their project.
About a week ago, a second order of 80 shirts was
placed. "Those are pretty
much gone," Crawford said.
Controversy arose because the "I bleed beer" shirts
closely parody the "1 bleed
purple" shirts produced for
Homecoming by the Student
Government Association.
The girls continued to
sell the shirts, despite arguments that the shirts divided
campus and ruined the spirit
of Homecoming.
"It was almost as if they
had mocked the 'Purple
Out!' Homecoming tradition,""
said senior Krissy Schnebel,
speaker of the Student Senate

and member of the Homecoming School Spirit committee. Schnebel said she was
particularly concerned that
parents and alumni might
confuse the two T-shirts at
homecoming events.
"One thing I was surprised about was that people
in SGA and on the Homecoming committee thought
the shirts divided campus ...
Our shirt gets people excited
about Homecoming in a different way," Crawford said.
"Our intentions were not
meant to offend any individual
or organization," the girls said
in a statement released yesterday. "We plan to finish selling
the few T-shirts we have left,
not buy any more, figure out
where the profits should go
and enjoy Homecoming."

Saturday, October 30th Midnight mm
coordinated with die ®mm midnight movie
Grafton Stovall Theatre ceme in costume and get in teel

News
writers
meet ins:
Thursday.
Oct. 28
6 p.m.
Mandatory
for all
news writers
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GET THE HOMECOMING SPIRIT
WITH DINING SERVICES
Look for the Gold Medal specials at your
favorite dining locations around campus
PC Dukes, Festival, Chick-fil-A, Market One,
Jiinstein Bagels, Let's Go, Lakeside
Kick off Homecoming Week
Get a Party
with dinner at Madison Grill
Platter from
- Go now and avoid the
Chick-fil-A!
end-of-semester lines!
i——i

It's Almost Halloween,
Rent Your Favorite Scary Movies
at Mr. Chips - only $2.99!!
Get all your tailgating supplies for Homecoming at Mr. Chips!

MisfER

L

CHIPS

You can use
FLEX to rent
DVDs!

You can use
Dining Dollars
for popcorn,
drinks & snacks!
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Death raises questions about police use of force
Saddam's secret
interviews revealed
NEW YORK (AP) Interviews with dozens of
former and current Iraqi
officials by congressional
investigators have produced
new evidence that Saddam
1 Enascfln micro-managed business deals under the United
Nations oil-for-food program
to maximize political influence with important foreign
governments like Russia and
neighboring Arab states.
The Iraqi officials, who
were flown outside of Iraq
for their own safety during
the interviews, provided a
list of foreign companies
favored by Saddam Hussein
.ind his top lieutenants far
import contracts under the
U.N. program.

Bush signs $136 billion
corporate tax cut bill
WASHINGTON, D.C,
(AP) — President Bush show
ered $136 billion in new tax
breaks on businesses, farmers and other groups, quietly
signing the most sweeping
rewrite of corporate t.ix law
in nearly two decades.
The election-year measure
is intended to end a bitter
trade war with Europe and
supporters said it provides
critical assistance to beleaguered manufacturers who
have suffered 2.7 million lost
jobs over the past four years
The legislation also includes
about $10 billion in assistance
for tobacco farmers.

Boston fans' celebration leads to police
use of pepper spray on 'rioting' crowd
BY DENISE LAVOO

Associated Press
The death of a college student
from a pepper spray-filled projectile
sparked anger and questions Friday
about whether police used too much
force to break up rowdy Red Sox
revelers outside Fenway Park.
Boston Mayor Thomas Menino
said more police will be at neighborhood bars during the upturning
World Series to make sure fans do
not get too drunk or rowdy, but he
backed off his threat to ban alcohol
in the area during the games
Police Commissioner Kathleen O'Toole said police are considering discontinuing the use of
the weaponry that killed Victoria
Sndgrovc as officers tried to contain .in estimated 80,000 fans who
poured into the area after the Red
Sox victory Wednesday at Yankee
Stadium in the Bronx, New York.

O'Toole said the officers
showed "great restraint," but had
to fire the projectiles after a few
revelers set small fires and threw
bottles at police and vandalized
property, endangering others.
Snelgrove, a 21-year-old Emerson
College student, was hit in the eye
and died hours later.
The plastic balls of pepper spray,
which are propelled from devices
similar to paintball guns, are meant
to help police control large groups
without injuring people.
"We want to use the least force
necessary in order to maintain the
crowd," OToole said, "\fery unfortunately, it resulted in a horrible action."
Menino decided against invoking a rarely used state law to
ban the sale of alcohol "in cases
of riot or great public exciteDENNIS VANDALMT
ment" after meeting with about
two dozen bar and restaurant Fan* celebrate the Red Sox's victory over the New York Yankees In the American
Leegufl ehamplomnlp series, at me University of Mass. early Thursday In Amherst, Mass.
owners Friday.

FBI chases new leads on terrorists' election attack plot
BY JENNIFER KERR

Associated Press
FBI investigators have made
new arrests and developed leads
that reinforce concerns that terrorists plan to strike around the
presidential election, officials
said Saturday, even though the
QA has discredited a person
who told its agents of such a

plot involving al-Qaida.
A senior FBI official, speaking on condition of anonymity,
said some of the leads were
culled from interviews with
thousands of individuals that
agents have conducted in the
Muslim community
The official would not be
more specific but said the FBI
continues to have misgivings

about possible al-Qaida intentions to launch an attack with the
goal of affecting the elections.
Several people have been
taken into custody recently on
charges not related to terrorism, but officials are investigating whether they may have
been involved in terror activities, said another law enforcement official, speaking on con-

dition of anonymity.

As for the person who
warned the CIA, at least some
of that individual's reporting no
longer is seen as credible, said a
U.S. intelligence official, speaking on condition of anonymity.
The official stressed, however,
that a number of other sources
point to terrorist activity around
the election season.

The official also said no concrete plot has been discovered
so far with specific mention of
time, place, method or identity
of would-be attackers.
James Carafano, a homeland
security expert with the conservative think tank Heritage Foundation, said there's little doubt
that al-Qaida wants to send a
message with an attack.
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'Beei* T-shirt sale slap in the face for Homecoming tradition
Beer. Beer. Beer.
Sure, the word is a great attentiongrabber. It's obviously gotten yours.
But is it appropriate to combine the
words "beer" and "Homecoming"
and then call it "JMU spirit?"
Admittedly, it may be part of
JMU student life, but it's definitely not "spirit."
Three members of Phi Sigma Pi,
the co-ed honors fraternity, didn't
seem to mind, though. Mimicking
the Student Government Association's "1 bleed purple," T-shirts these
individuals paid out of pocket to
make more than 100 "I bleed beer"
T-shirts, with "Homecoming 2004"
plastered on the back.
The original idea
was brought to the
Phi Sigma Pi executive
board to sell these shirts
as a fund raiser. Thankfully, the board recognized that tastelessness of identifying
honors students
with "I bleed

beer" and shot down the offer.
But a few students still went through
with the plan, although the money
now will go in their pockets instead of
the fraternity's bank account. Though
tasteless, they have done nothing illegal. SGA made the minor mistake
of not rrademarking "I bleed purple."
But the real question is, on a weekend
when JMU is trying so hard to instill
spirit in current and former students,
how ethical is it to copy SGA's famous
phrase and sell it in a tactless light?
The T-shirts reflect very poorly on
Phi Sigma Pi, no matter whose bank
account the profits go toward. Members of any organization are walking
representations of that group, and
their actions affect how it is perceived
by the public — whether or not if s
fair, reasonable or intentional.
If s not just those Phi Sigma Pi members who should be ashamed of themselves — any person who shells out the
cash in support of these T-shirts should be
as welL When JMU alumni walk around
campus, they are going to be bombarded
with purple and gold, excited student

ambassadors and crowds of gung-ho
Dukes. The last thing they want their
children to see is beer-guzzlers sporting
T-shirts that reflect such an action.
SGA has every right to be furious.
Along with student ambassadors,
alumni relations and many other
student organizations, it has created
giant marketing campaigns to get as
many people to as many events as
possible. The last thing it needs is a
few "I bleed beer" T-shirt wearers
who unconsciously spoil the reputation of JMU's true spirit.
While they may be appealing
to some members of the JMU community, students should think
twice before purchasing
something that will
make them and their
school more difficult
to take seriously, and
the students responsible
for the T-shirts should
stop distributing
such an offensive
parody of school
spirit.
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Rising plastic surgery
trend for kids alarming
SARAH BARHY

Cavalier Daily
With the recent proliferation
ot reality shows like "Extreme
Makeover" and The Swan," it
comes as no surprise that the
number of people having cosmetic surgery has mushroomed,
especially over the last couple of
years. According to the American
Society of Plastic Surgeons, over
8.7 million people had some form
cosmetic surgery last year, up 32
percent from 6.6 million in 2002.
What does seem surprising
though is the rising number of
children and adolescents who
are going under the knife to correct everything from large ears
to small breasts According to
the New York Times, children as
young as six and seven are having their ears operated on if both
the child and parents feel the
ears are too big. A child's ears,
by this time, have just finished
growing to their full size. The
corrective operation, called otoplasty, involves reshaping the
child's cartilage and folding the
ear back against the head. The
operation costs around $2,500.
By 13 or 14, children can elect
to get a nose job, or rhinoplasty.
By 16 or 17, girls and boys can
get their breasts done. For the
most part girls most often augment smaller breasts to increase
their size, while boys will get unusually large breasts reduced.
This trend is fairly disturbing.
It seems shocking that parents
would send their kindergartner
to a plastic surgeon. I thought the
common answer to a child being
teased was holding a conference
with the teacher, or speaking to
the offending child's mothci
It seems that we are living in
a time when physical insecurity
is at an all-time high. America is
seeing a simultaneous rise in obesity, eating disorders, fad diets
and cosmetic surgeries We are

constantly focusing on the way
our bodies look, how they should
look, and how they fall snort.
To allow a child to believe that
he or she is abnormal in any way
and needs corrective surgery not
only wastes money and tune, but
it sets a horrible precedent that the
duld will undoubtedly internalize.
It inscribes body issues that will
haunt the child for their entire life.
Rather than investing money
in a single operation, parents
should instead use the$2.000-plus
dollars to send their children to a
therapist camp or after-school
program that makes the child feel
good about him or herself. Let the
child realize that even though he
or she doesn't have a perfect set
of ears or the ideal nose, he or she
can make friends and play sports
and be successful.
Another way to spend the
money would be to buy the child
pictures and movies of acton and
actresses who have made themselves famous with their unusual
features. Would Will Smith be as
famous as he is today if he'd had
his ears operated on when he was
six? Would Barbara Streisand be
M striking if she'd had a nose job
when she was 14?
There are always going to be
aspects of a person's body that he
or she does not like For people
who have worked and struggled
with their body, and who nave
earned their own money, cosmetic surgery is a viable and often rewarding option. I am not going to
begrudge any 30-year-old professional his or her right to look like
he or she is in his or her 20s.
To operate on a child or an adolescent not only wastes money,
but also sets a harmful precedent
the child is unlikely to forget. It
does not improve the child's selfworth, but rather ensures that it
will always be a problem.
Sarah Barry is a columnist for
the University of Virginia's Cavalier Daily
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Iditnrial Board:
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Kelly latper. managing editor
Alex Simey, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this staff, or lames Madison University.

Global opinion has affect on election
rhetoric, opinions about candidates
The United States is deeply involved in international politics and has been since the Monroe Doctrine ceased to be
necessary. The last four years, however, have been some of the most controversial on an international scale and the upcoming election has great implications for the direction U.S. foreign policy will take in the next four years.
World opinion effects VS. policy and. in this polarized election, many people in other countries have very strong
opinions about whom the American people should elect for president. Sophomore Brian Goodman, senior Travis Jones
and sophomore Alex Simey discuss the extent to which this should influence voters in the United States on Nov. 2.

Brian Goodman, staff writer
Back in March, John Kerry told reporters the tabulous news that he had won the unofficial endorsement
of unnamed foreign officials. "I've met with foreign
leaden who can't go out and say this publicly," Kerry
declared. "But boy, they look at you and say, 'You've
got to win this. You've got to beat this guy. We need a
new policy.' Things like that."
Beyond the questionable nature of consorting
with foreign leaders to talk trash against the sitting
American President for political brownie points at
a time ot military action, Kerry should have been
informed that foreign opinion shouldn't matter in a
domestic election.
Twenty years ago, the majority of people would
have been insulted and Reagan Republicans would
have wet themselves in righteous anger. But then the
'90s came and numbed us into thinking that Kerry's
statement was not the least bit absurd.
If things were as they should be, foreign opinion in
our domestic election would amount to a whopping
pile of nothing American presidents should be primarily concerned with — heaven forbid — the American
people. And since voting is our govemmenf s form o(
representation, the American people should primarily
be concerned with themselves.
But the way in which Kerry's news was received
shows how far we have come. It is a frightening
thought that there might be people somewhere in
this great country who will go to the polls thinking, ' Well, what do the French think?" But it's even
more frightening to think that there are candidates
who want the people to.
Alex Simey, opinion editor
Although initially it may seem absurd that people in other countries with their own political processes should have an influence in American poUtics, the truth is that Americans should consider the
opinions of their fellow world citizens before Casting
their votes this Election Day.
There are a great many issues in this election that
do not pertain to international politics, but a voter
must weigh the sum of all the issues and the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan — as well as our relationships
with other nations — are part of that total. Both candidates have addressed foreign policy heavily, and both
disagree on basic ideological approaches.
Americans are accustomed to vote for the candidate whose policies are most beneficial to their own
life. This policy not only is selfish, but irresponsible.
Americans must realize that their actions on Election
Day (or sooner, if voting absentee) will have a direct
effect on people's lives both inside and outside this
nation. In a society as globally integrated as ours, it is
impossible to ignore the implications of our actions.
While it is critical that Americans vote to ensure
the best possible leader for our nation — not the
world — it is equally as important that we choose a
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leader who will best lead us in that world. That may
mean either voting with or against international sentiment But regardless, that sentiment must be considered before Nov. 2.
Travis Jones, senior writer
As Election Day rapidly approaches, countries
around the world have expressed large interest in the
outcome — maybe more so than ever before. Most countries are hoping Kerry wins. China favors Kerry's North
Korea policy over Bush's. The majority of Canadians
feel Bush exerts too much influence in international affairs. Spain has pulled its troops out of Iraq, and Poland
will pull theirs out by the end of 2005. Great Britain isn't
just hoping Kerry will win; the Guardian, a newspaper
in Great Britain actually has launched a campaign in the
swing state of Ohio against President Bush.
Ifthe whole world got to vote on Nov. 2, John F.
Kerry would likely be our next president. However,
thanks to the Constitution, Osama bin Laden and the
Pope won't be casting any votes. That leaves the voting up to us. Should we consider global opinion as
we make our way to the polls? The answer is 'yes.'
Global opinion should be strongly considered. We
can't protect this country unless we are respected by
other nations. Yet. most voters will not make a vote
based on global opinion — people will vote for the
candidate that they feel has the best policies regarding the issues that directly affect them. Global opinion is important just not important enough right
now to after a presidential election. If Kerry wins,
America likely will gain popularity in the world's
eyes. If Bush is re-elected, we may spend four more
years feeling like that smelly kid in the corner with
whom no one wants to play (or go to war).
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Bandwagon fans ruin Boston victory
After watching the New
York Yankees and the Boston Red Sox slug their way
through a seven-game series
last week, many thoughts
went through my head. None
were more prevalent th,in thr
vision of bandwagon Red Sox
fans on the IMU campus
To be fair, I will post the
disclaimer loud and clear I am
a diehard Yankees fan. However, my seething anger has
subsided in recent days. It is
directed toward the aforementioned fair-weather Sox fans,
— not Johnny Damon and his
Cro-Magnon appearance.
For those of you who don't
know what I'm talking about 1
will elaborate. Trie "bandwagon" effect is all too common in
sports. It occurs when an individual jumps from team to
team at whim depending upon
who is winning. Personally, 1
can't stand it and, last week, I
found this practice to be more
common at JMU than I initialtv
suspected it would be.
There's nothing Quite like
walking through D-nall and
seeing someone sporting a
fitted,
smells-like-new-car,
sticker-vtill-on-the-bill Boston Red Sox hat the day after
the Sox vanquish the Yankees
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in Game 7. Its front-running
at its finest and it makes me
want to break furniture.
Apparently, I was wrong
when I read that JMU primarily is composed of in-state
residents Apparently, I live
in New England because everyone down here really loves
the Red Sox. Unfortunately,
I'm not stupid enough to believe that and I'm willing to
bet at least half of the Red Sox
fans on this campus are of the
bandwagon persuasion — depressed Baltimore Orioles fans
who are looking for a reason to
smile. Here's a memo
you
aren't fooling anyone.
Don't misjudge me. I have
the utmost respect for the diehard Fenway Park faithful and
equal disregard for all bandwagoners — even if they cheer
for the Yankees. People who
don't think Sox fans are tough
don't know what they're talking
about. It takes courage to cheer
for a team that s been cursed
since the Woodrow Wilson administration, and I respect that.
And that's whv fair-weather fans should feel ashamed of
themselves. They have no allegiance. They're only Red Sox
fans because its the cool thing
to do rirfit now. Next year
they'll latcn onto another team.
In the case of the Red Sox, the
bandwagon class of 2004 is
strolling nght into a Wforld Se-

ries. Congratulations — you're
testament to everything that
is wrong with sports loyalty. I
hope you're happy.
If it really is the Red Sox's
time, then it should be objectively embraced as the end of a
baseball era; the death of an 86year-old curse. However, mis
statement does not condone the
actions of certain bandwagon
fans wearing brand-new Orlando Cabrera T-shirts and spotting away messages like "[fourletter-word| the Yankees!"
Those actions are childish, shallow and disappointing.
I've learned a lot this past
week. Sometimes curses can
be broken and sometimes the
unthinkable can happen. But
the most important lesson
I've learned from baseball this
season is that it's better to be
a diehard fan of the team that
lost than a fair-weather fan of
the team that won. In that regard, I can relate to Red Sox
supporters better than any
front-runner ever could.
By the end of the month,
the 2004 season will be over. If
the Sox pull this oft they will
entrench themselves in baseball
history as curse-busters. It will
be a great moment for banball
— one that should be reserved
for diehard Boston fans and not
their fair-weather companions.
James Irwin is a soplwmore
SMAD major.

The November election will decide many
things: Who the president will be, whether the
localpancake houses will be serving the Hoeffel
Waffle or the Specter Sausaee-link and whether
segregation will still be legal in Alabama.
Yes, you read that right — because an old Jim
Crow law was never taken off the books, segregated classrooms are not illegal in Alabama. In
tact the law mandates that white and non-white
children be segregated into different classrooms.
This should oe easy enough to fix. Gov.
Bob Riley supports a bill that, if passed, would
amend the state constitution to eliminate such
racist language. So no problem, right?
Enter everybody's favorite former Alabama
chief justice, Roy "I want to plaster the Ten
Commandments to the state judicial building"
Moore, who's spoken out against this amendment Moore is recently infamous for trying to
install a two-ton granite slab inscribed with the
10 simple rules for being good and being denied a review by the U.S. Supreme Court.
He said he opposes such an amendment because if s actually a backdoor tax hike, saying
that he fears the amendment might invalidate a
2002 state Supreme Court decision that invalidated a 1993 decision concerning equal funding for schools. Whew.
Of course, given his record for not winning

F.-matttknmMsiaUtobret-jd^hamKmLcom.
Dosui fan anr j«i»»W anonymously and primed on
a spare-avmlable basis Submissions en bated upon one
persons opinion of a given situation, person or event anil
do not necessarily reflect the truth.

A"way-to-enjoy-that-you're-in-college"
pat to the four freshman boys who jumpe
jumped*
off of the bridge into Newman Lake in thei
underwear on Wednesday night.

at legal battles, few people are taking Moore seriously these days. Except, of course, some of
the fine folks in Alabama, who're encouraging
Moore to run against Riley in the Republican
gubernatorial primaries in two years.
Well, we know he'll get the racist and noseparation-of-church-and-state demographics.
This whole affair is like a trip in the Wayback Machine to 18%, when Plessy v. Ferguson
was handed down — starting (im Crow laws
— and leg-of-mutton sleeves were all the rage.
Legalized segregation is over. This Alabama law isn't effective or enforceable because of a little Supreme Court ruling called
Brown v. Board of Education

But sadly, if s taken a long time to purge such
laws from the books. Alabama only repealed its
law banning interracial marriage in 2W0, with
40 percent of its voters opposing its repeal.
The choice here is obvious: Voters in Alabama should shut their ears to Moore's accusations and repeal this law. (And whv is it
that politicians who oppose something always
scream "tax hike?") It's time to get out of the
past, Alabama, and accept the fact that diversity — jumbled, wild, confusing, wonderful
stewpot that it is — is here to stay.
Tnis staff editorial originally appeared in the

University of Pittsburgh's The Pitt News.

A "you-re«lly-need-to-work-out-somesort-of-schedule" dart to the bands that live
directly above and below us for practicing at
the exact same rime.
From the two girls that live on the second
floor whose msides still are shaking from being
overcome with bass.

From two girls who enjoyed the good 2 a.m.
laugh and wish they had taken your clothes.

A "did-vou-think-that-would-makeyour-candidate-look-better" dart to the
person who tore apart the political bumper
sticker on my car.

A "thafs-one-way-to-avoid-a-meal-plan"
pat to the clever student who walks into D-hall
everyday with an extra food services uniform
on and then goes under a table to change.
From a curious and observant freshman who
has seen you do it three times now.

From a junior who is proud to be voting and
thinks you should respect other peoples' right to
express their opinions.

A "thanks-for-informing-us-of-the-possible^ianger" dart to my apartment complex for
not alerting its residents of last week's attack.
From a resident who has been taking her trash out
alone after dark for a week with no idea Oat she could
be putting herself in danger fcy doing so.

A "thit-was-the-last-thing-I-needed-onmy-run" dart to the group of guys who put
dog feces on a dollar and, when 1 picked it
up and it stuck to my hand, started chanting,
"She picked up the poop dollar.''
From a furious atnlete who thinks it's time for
you boys to graduate fourth grade.
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Halloween Store
at the NEW Location!
227 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

540.568.6736
Monday thru Saturday
9:30am - 5:00pm

Sunday
1:00pm - 5:00pm

ACROSS
I Traffic noise
5 Witnessed
8 Sail support
12 Exceptional
13 Altar affirmative
14 "G WTW
acreage
15 Utire-paired
16 In sequence
18 Rock duo,-Dan
20 Catch with a ruse
21 Reveille's
opposite
23 Fashion designer
Anna
24 Top of the angelic
hierarchy
28 Strike breaker
31 Expert
32 Blender setting
34 - moment
35 Ness, e.g.
37 Pepper or York
39 Erstwhile acorn
41 High-lander
42 Palate danglers
45 Optical-illusion
artist M.C.
49 Did maintenance
on
51 Medal earner
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52 Relaxa-tion
53 Exist
54 Send forth
55 Coaster
56 More, to Manuel
57 Houston campus
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DOWN
1 Support group?
2 Bridge position
3 Ontario's neighbor
4 Pre -cur ■< i Spanish
money
5 Rock-and-roll
legend?
6 Citric quencher
7 Sported
8 Rank
9 Heaton of "Everybody Loves
Raymond"
10 Met melody
11 Freeway egress
17 Office-holders
19 Reindeer herder,
maybe
22 Paddock parents
24 Bando of baseball
25 "The Name of the
Rose" author
26 Source of help
27 CLK55. for one
29 Columnist Landers
30 Airborne vampire
33 Holly-wood
dashers
36 Split in two
38 One who makes a
good impression?

40 Chiang - shek
42 Works with
43 Scallopini
ingredient
44 Con game
46 50 percent (Pref.)
47 Leif's father
48 Memorization
method
50 Historic period

4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury apartments
Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness and Business Centers
Superior State-of-art Clubhouse
Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Foosball
Tables
Conveniently Close to Campus

CURRENT RESIDENT'S
DON'T FORGET TO RENEW
YOUR LEASE BEFORE THE
NOVEMBER 19'"

DEADLINE!

Need something now? Ask about our immediate
availahilitv.

540.442.4800
I
www.sunchase.net \C
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"A lot ofpeople want hits and kills, but I prefer blocking."

Fuchs breaks career blocks record
Senior sets all-time mark
here, I just wanted to be the best
volleyball player I could be."
Previously held by Debbi
Prince (1992-'95), Fuchs broke
the old mark of 453 and since
has extended the record to
459 after the Dukes defeated
Virginia Commonwealth
University 3-2 Saturday.
"It definitely helps our
team win when someone gets
a certain amount of blocks in
a game," junior outside hitter
Krysta Cannon said. "1 believe
blocking and defense wins.
"A lot of people get caught
up in kills and hitting, but you
can't have all that without the
blocking and defense."
Fuchs does not qualify herself as one of those people.
"I like to block," she said.
"A lot of people want hits and
kills, but I prefer blocking."
The Tribe took three of the
last four games during Fuchs'
teiuid-breaking match. JMU
forced a game five, taking
game four on two straight Tribe
attack errors, but couldn't pull
it out in the end. The Dukes
dropped game five 15-9.
"Ifs definitely bittersweet

BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor
Sometimes important things
happen and people don't note
— especially in the midst of a
heart-wrenching conference loss
to the College of Wabam * Mary.
During such a setting,
senior middle Mocker Kate
Fuchs broke the JMU all-time
blocks record Oct U.
"I think I might' ve been the
only one on the court who realized it because we were both on
the front line," junior outside
hitter Emilee Hussack said.
That included Fuchs' coach.
Disa Gamer.
"We never talk about the
record," Fuchs said. "Disa
hasn't even mentioned it.
We're all about making the
[Colonial Athletic Association
tournament). You (ust have to
know what you have to do
and individually do your part.
Everyone else has."
In that 3-2 loss to the Tribe,
Fuchs picked up six blocks
(one solo and five assists) on
her way to breaking a record
that has stood since 1995.
"It feels really good and exciting," Fuchs said. "When I came

see FUCHS. pagtU

CASEY TEMPLETON/rowrtfvdRf atowtnyftri
Senior middle Mocker Kate Fuchs became JMU's all-time career Mock* leader last week, surpassing former Duke* standout
DebM Prince (1992-'95). Fuchs currently ha* 459 career Mock*.

Dukes win fourth straight game
BY JAMES IKWIN

sports editor
The Dukes entered their
Saturday afternoon contest with
the University of Richmond
Spiders needing a win to stay
tied for first in the Atlantic 10
South with the University of
Delaware Blue Hens.
A punishing effort from the
offensive line and a shoestring
tackle by redshirt freshman free
safety Tony LeZotte in the third
quarter gave JMU that victory, as
the Dukes defeated the Spider*
on the road for the first bme since
19%, 26-20 at the University of
Richmond Stadium.
The offensive line established itself," coach Mickey
Matthews said. "We wore them
down in the last seven or eight
minutes of the game."
Redshirt sophomore tallset UNBEATEN, page U

Defense puts clamps
on Tutt, UR offense
BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor

MATTHEW STOSS/jrmr phenol "V*"
RedsMrt sophomore tailback Maurice Fenner give* a stiff-arm during JMU'*
26-20 victory over the University of Richmond Saturday. Fenner rushed for 139

Saturday, JMU showed
why its defense is as good as
advertised.
"JMU is a better team than
us," University of Richmond
coach Dave Clawson said.
Coming into their contest
against UR, the Dukes claimed
the top-ranked defense in the
A-10 — holding opponents to
an average of 269.3 yards of
total offense per game.
Against UR's offense and
its quarterback Stacy Tutt,
the Spiders' second leading
season rusher, the Madison
defense held Tutt to negative
12 net yards on 15 carries in the
Spiders' 26-20 loss.
"Their D-line did a great
job," Tutt said. "From the

JMU keeps postseason hopes alive with victory over VCU
BY ROSE LAVERY

contributing writer

■
CAROLYN V/MSBUirmor phoutnpher
Sophomore forward Sarah Cebulskl fights for the baM during
JMU'* 2-1 win over Old Dominion University Friday night.

The JMU women's soccer team defeated Virginia Commonwealth University 2-1
Friday night at the JMU Soccer Complex,
overmatching a VCU team ranked first in the
Colonial Athletic Association.
JMU returned home with a win to open
a four-game home stand after completing a
six-game road trip, improving their record to
7-6-3. The Dukes were led by a goal apiece
from sophomore defender Shannon Seipp
and sophomore forward/midfielder Natalie
Ewell. Sophomore forward Sarah Cebulski
and freshman midfielder Annie Lowry picked
up assists on the score.
"We put a lot of pressure on them in the

first half and we had a lot of opportunities
for shots," Seipp said. "And the [first] goal
just came on a corner kick from being in
the right place, right time; 1 just hit it and
— luckily — it went in.
"We were putting a lot pressure on them
and keeping the ball, being composed."
JMU led 1-0 after the first half, making the
most of an opportunity to score on a corner
kick with Seipp's goal at 3151.
JMU and VCU both had four shots on
goal to end the first half, with JMU junior
goalkeeper Jessica Hussey recording four
saves to VCU's two.
"Everyone was putting in the extra second, third and fourth effort," Cebulski said.

Field hockey loses conference game to ODU
BY JORDAN SCAMBOS

contributing writer
L ndaunted by their opponent, No.6ranked Old Dominion University, and
the sub-40-degree ambience, the host
Duke- battled and fell 2-1 Friday night
at the JMU Field Hockey Complex.
"This season has been a gradual
learning process," sophomore midfielder Baillie Versfeld said. "You pick
up pieces as you go along."
Despite their record, JMU looked to
pick up its third conference win and work
toward the postseason against ODU.

Under frigid conditions, the Dukes
kept the visiting Monarchs in their
sights. Down only 1-0 after 56 minutes, the Dukes let a jumble of players
in front of their net muscle home the
game's second and decisive goal.
JMU shared possession of the ball
equally with ODU, but could not come
up with a rebuttal.
"We could have been more aggressive
on the 50/50balls," senior forward Heidi
Beck said. "Instead of allowing them to
gam puusflnn and men defend from
there, we should have taken more initiative when the ball was up for grabs."

Beck attributed the offense's inability
to score to an adjustment in formation.
"We started with two forwards up
front instead of our usual three," she
said. "When we switched back to using
three, things started to flow a bit better."
The Dukes were outshot 16-11.
With less than eight minutes remaining,
Versfeld hit one of those 11 — a shot off a
penalty comer — into the goal.
"1 just saw a hole, stuck my head
down and went for H," Versfeld said
The Dukes will continue their fight
Monday at home against the College of
William & Mary. Came time is 1 p.m.

see WIN, page H

beginning of game, they got
into the backfield and caused
havoc. I can't give them
enough credit."
The Dukes sacked the converted wide receiver six times
for negative 29 yards.
"They're definitely up
there with N.C. State," Tutt
said. "They were fast and
came after us all day."
Thus far, the Spiders
have
averaged
159.5
yards on the ground per
game. Against JMU, U of
R only could manage 34.
Richmond's leading rusher
Saturday, David Freeman
couldn't make it past the
50-yard barrier, posting 41
yards on 11 touches.
"They're more physical
see DEFENSE, page H
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A-10SCOREBQ
Hofstra
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Rhode Island

24
27

William 4 Mary
Delaware

28
31

Northeastern
Maine

26
35

Towson
Villanova

6
41

JMU
Richmond

26
20

CAPITAL ONE MASCOT
CHALLENGE
WEEK THREE:

2-0

DUKE DOG
BIG RED
(U. or W.

27
33

KENTUCKY)

TO VOTl 00 TO WWW.CtnTAt.ONUOWt.COM
photo courtesy of
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author signing

Melvin Patrick Ely
Tha mow axnmnant thing Kn tha TV arm...
AdvMWng with The Brean

*
*

540-568^127 , www.ttMbraau.org . the braeu«|mu adul

Israel on the
Appomattox
October 26,2004
1:00pm-2:00pm

Walk-In Haircuts r

James Madison
University Bookstore

9 Stylists & Barbers
We specialize in everthing to do with hair.
Accepting all major credit cards

JAMES
MADISON

UNIVERSITY.

West Side Barbershop
& Sttdut* Scdo^t

r
442.6722
'
Transit Bus 3
Beside Westover Park's entrance Rt. 33 West

WANTED FRESHMANfSOPHOMORE ANWJNrOR MALE
& FEMALES FOR SUMMER NTERNSHIPS. IFYOU* VE
GOT WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A LEADER M OUR
COMPANY, THIS COULD BE YOUR NEW OFFICEII
• Summer training for
college men and women.

• You don't learn
leadership, you live it.

* Financial assistance
towards college is
available.

• Push yourself to the
limit. Then take it even
further.

* No training or classes
during the school year.

•This in not R.O.T.C, it
is the primary source
of all Marine Officers.

1-800-552-9548

wvvw.MARINEOFFICER.com

Leading Marines is one of the greatest
challenges a person can choose to accept. To
stand in front of the smartest, toughest, most
elite forces in the world, rank is not enough.
Before you can say, "Follow me," you must first
develop intellect, human understanding, and
character to the point where you can inspire
others to follow you. If you are ready for a
physical, mental, and leadership challenge U .S.
then this program might be for you.
Guaranteed ground, pilot, flight officer
and law positions are available.

Marines

The Few. The Proud.
Marine Officer Programs

Captain B.G. MITCHELL
100 Arbor Oak Drive, Suite 106A
Ashland, Va 23235
MitchellBG@4mcd.usmc.mll

The U.S. Marine Corps offers programs for
undergraduates and graduates that allow
you to get started now on mastering the art of
leadership and earning a commission as a
Marine Officer. They're called:
PLC and OCC
Find out if you have what it takes. Call or email
for an appointment.

Please contact our office for further
information or to set up an
interview.
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Homegrown
BY KATIE KELLOGG

cnntribuling writtr
Rising with the sun and finishing the
day after it has set, a farmer's life appears
to be one of perseverance and sacrifice.
Scarcely is there a reprieve from the work
to be done to keep a farm running efficiently. Animals need feed, corn needs
cutting and equipment needs repairs.
Throughout the years, the farmer is at the
mercy of uncontrollable variables such as
the weather and crop prices.
For 50-year-old Elkton farmer Eldon
Lam, farming isn't just his occupation —
it's in his blood. The 250-acre homestead,
where Lam lives with his wife and raised
his three children, has been in his family
for over a century. Today, Lam raises beef
cows, poultry, soy beans and com. He
also does custom farm work such as baling hay or cutting com for other farmers.
Despite the hard work, a farmer's life
is not without its rewards — particularly
the close relationship a farmer develops
with nature. "I like getting up before
the sun and seeing the sun rise," Lam
said. "The crops growing and baby calves
being bom."
Lam's day begins at 5 a.m. His hrst
task is to check on the chickens — which
have brought in the most steady income
for Lam — and make sure they are fed.
Then the farm equipment is checked to
make sure everything is in proper working order for the day.
How Lam spends the rest of his time
varies. Some days, he may use his truck
to haul cows and, on others, he may cut
com or work in the field. In the evening,
he makes sure the cows are fed before
ending his day around 8 p.m.
Life on a farm is unpredictable; however, just because the sun goes down
or Lam is tired doesn't mean he gets to
call it a day. If something on the farm
goes wrong or bad weather approaches.
Lam's days last even longer. "If something needs to get done you have to get
it done," Lam said.
To Lam, one of the most important
facets of farm living is that it also instilled
strong family values and work ethic into
his children, he said.
"Growing up on a farm teaches kids
a lot about the value of life and working
hard," Lam said. He adds, "Kids raised
on a farm learn how to work younger,
because there are always things that need
to be done." Lam works alongside his son
on the farm most days.
Not everyone could be a farmer,
although millions of Americans eat what
they grow and raise. Farmers like Lam
— who are able to find rewards in hard
work — are certainly valuable.

A day in the life of a farmer

PtaUK by CASb> TEMPLHTUN/ <oniribunns photographer

Farmer Bdom Lam stand* tad with ttw aMoa of Ma farm In the background
(abova top). Lam works dawn to dusk to kaap up with ths responsible
ttaa of the farm — like taking cars of sick animals. Lam fives a snot to a
calf with a severe case of pink-aye (loft). Keeping up a farm Is hard on the
hands (above top comer), but Lam says he enjoys the fruits of his labor. Ike
"crops growing and baby cows being bom." Below, one of the carves pokes
Its head through the fence to suck the last Mt of feed off Lam's finger.

'Huckabees' paints 'deeply felt portrait'

DeGraw to serenade Wilson

of its own intelligence and wit that
its human qualities suiter and fall
beneath its evident pomposity. For
example, in one scene Markovski
goes to Bemaixftjaffc for an explanation of bizarre coincidences that frequently have occurred in his life. The
characters' one-on-one chat becomes
too pretentious to be truly human.
While "Huckabees'' is a film
that, in the end, settles to be merely good instead of great, it is a
deeply felt portrait of life and all of
Us wonders, upsets and triumphs
it also is a film about the transitory nature of existence. Life is
short, weird, funny and harsh, and
"Huckabees" reminds its audience
that looking into the nature of
existence is human nature — but
examining too closely the qualities
that make one human — results in
isolation from one's self.

Melodic guitarist Michael Tolcher to open

BY PAUL ROBERTSON

contributing writer
"I 9 Huckabees" pokes and
prods at a myriad of philosophical
questions with a witty and heavyhanded take on the fundamental nature of consumerism, existentialism and the human soul.
The movie is the latest film (mm
writer/director David O. Russell
("Flirting With Disaster") The dim
propels itself with an abundance of
dry. sardonic humor and thoughtprovoking subject matter.
Actor Jason Schwartzman
("Rushmore") stars as Albert
Markovski. a lonely store associate who works at Huckabees, a
large chain of department stODM
in the tradition of K-Mart. Albert,
a failed poet and extreme environmentalist seeks the assistance of
the Jaffes, a married team of existential detectives played by Lily
Tomlin ("Flirting With Disaster')
and Dustin Hoffman ("Rain Man").
Albert is searching for help when
hLs unanswered and tormenting life
questions provoke him to do some
very intimate soul-searching. Jude
Law ("All the King's Men") plays
Brad Stand, a Huckabees executive
who also enlisLs the help of the Jaffes
lu ,is,isi lum in sorting out his own
life. The film also stars Naomi Watts
("Mulholland Drive") as Brad's

"/ VHuckabees"
Starring:
Lily Tomhn
Jason Schwartzimin

Running time:
106 minutes
Rated: R

**«
wife. Dawn, and Mark Wahlberg
("Boogie Nights") as a distraught
post-Sept. 11, 2001 firefighter.
With the aid of Russell's zany
direction and wonderfully humorous screenplay, "I 9 Huckabees"
faJBN off and becomes tin' exilian.
tial comedy that it claims to be. The
.i.iin,; is excellent ■■specially Watts
as the scantily clad Huckabees
spokesmodel who eventually rums
her life from the artificial world of
makeup and beauty and adopts .in
extreme approach to the nature of
her own existence
There are times when "It*
Huckabees" juggles a bit more than
it feasibly can handle though, and it
is in such moments that lh.' film t.ills
short of its potential to be cx< client
As a result, 'Huckabees" tries so terribly hard to convince the audiciuc

Igxfe

KEY
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BY NICOLE MARTORANA

contributing writer
In a musical age where it seems
every new male solo artist surreptitiously is strumming a guitar and
crooning about a woman's body, it is
easy to become jaded by all the similarity. Yet it seems that artist Gavin
DeGraw and opening act Michael
Tolcher will prove to be anything but
more John Mayer clones.
DeGraw, a 26-year-old musician, singer and songwriter, first
honed his skills playing in the
nightclubs of New York City, his
birthplace. In a place fraught with
musical talent, DeGraw s dedicated following speaks volumes
about his wide appeal.
DeGraw's talents are exhibited
not only in his live performances and debut I Records album,
"Chariot," but on primetime as
well. His punchy first single, "I
Don't Want To Be." now is the
theme song for The WB's teen
drama, "One Tree Hill."
DeGraw also made an appearance on the NBC drama ana twotime Emmy winner, "American
Dreams" performing "TheTracks of
My Tears." In addition, DeGraw's
song "Follow Through" plays
every Sunday at 10 p.m. before the

Showtime series "Dead Like Me."
"[DeGraw) is a dynamic musician and performer with much
more acclaim to come," sophomore
(ohn White said. "I can appreciate
is range because I'm singing a
Cart of nis song that is much too
igh for me."
Show-opener Tolcher is not like?Sto become lost in the shadow of
eGraw Signed toOctone Records
— an independent New York Citybased record label that also is home
to pop-rock sensation Maroon 5 —
Tolcher has taken the radio waves
and country by storm.
Tolcher has toured not only with
DeGraw, but also with rock group
Sister Hazel. In addition, Tolcher s
song "Mission Reponsible" fuels ener{y to a public service announcement
y the American Lung Association.
An article by the Association calls
Tolcher's debut album, "I Am," "an
inspired collection of songs and melodies that muse on life, love and
social consciousness."
DeGraw and Tolcher will perform in Wilson Hall Auditorium Oct.
26 to a packed auditorium — tickets
sold out just two days after they
went on sale Sept. 28. More information about the respective artists can
be found at ummigavindegraw.com
and uww\ mKhaeltolcher.com.
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Spend the semester in D.C.

WASHINGTON SEMESTER
-Earn a full semester's
worth of JMU credit.
-Pursue a
semester-length
internship plus
upper-level JMU
coursework.
-Now offered both
semesters! (see below)
-Live in JMU-arranged
housing in Woodley
Park, DC.

For more information:
Interested?
Informational Meeting
Tuesday, 10/26
5:00pm
Maury 204
Political Science Office
Maury 118
568-6149
Web page:
www.jmu.edu/polisci/

-Early admission
deadline November
15th!

Political Science

Global Affairs

Washington Semester
Fall 2005

Washington Semester
Spring 2006

The fall semester version of
Washington Semester combines
a political science internship with
upper-level coursework in
political science.

The spring semester version of
Washington Semester requires
that students complete an
internship in global and/or
international affairs. Coursework
and activities focus on global
issues.

For both programs,
an INFORMATIONAL MEETING will be held on
Tuesday 10/26 at 5:00pm in Maury 204
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CITRUS: LEMONS

A sweet recipe calling for a sour fruit
BY HOLLEY SIMMONS

contributing writer
Though sour, lemons can be used
to cook up some sweet desserts.
Look for firm, unblemished, yellow
lemons available in the fruit section
of the grocery store. Lemons are

convenient for cooking because you
can use not only the pulp, but also
the lemon rind. The fruit is usable
even after several days in the refrigerator. If the idea of squeezing the
juice seems annoying, pre-squeezed
lemon juice and grated lemon rinds
are available in the spices aisle.

Cooking
101

Every week, we interview a random student at
JMU to be featured in our new JMYou profile. Although the questions stay the same, you never know
what the answers will be. Every Thursday, JMYou
runs on www.thebreeze.org.

Lemon Meringue Pie
Source: immv.recipezaar.comlrtcnxlgetmipe.isp
Filling Ingredients:
9 inch pie crust
1 cup sugar
5 tablespoons cornstarch
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup milk
4 large egg yolks
2 tablespoons unsalted butter
1/2 cup fresh lemon juice
2 teaspoons freshly grated lemon rind

Meringue ingredients:
4 large egg whites
1 /4 teaspoon cream of tartar
1/2 cup sugar

Preheat oven to 35CTF.
For filling: In a medium saucepan,
whisk together sugar, cornstarch
and salt and gradually whisk in
water and milk, whisking until
cornstarch is dissolved. In a bowl,
whisk together egg yolks. Cook
milk mixture over medium heat
whisking until it comes to a boil.
Gradually whisk about 1 cup milk
mixture into yolk and whisk yolk
mixture back into milk mixture
remaining in saucepan. Simmer
while whisking for three minutes.
Remove pan from heat and whisk
in butter, lemon juice and zest until

butter is melted. Press plastic wrap
directly onto surface of custard.
For meringue Beat egg whites
with cream of tartar and a pinch of
salt until they hold soft peaks. Beat
in sugar in a slow stream while
beating, until meringue just holds
stiff peaks. Pour lemon custard into
shell and spread meringue on top,
covering the filling completely and
sealing it to pastry. Draw meringue
up into peaks and bake pie in
middle of oven until meringue is
golden, about 15 minutes. Cool
completely before serving.

] Jennifer Klcpper
Yean Sophomore
,jpv<
Hometown: Westhampton Beach, N.Y.
Major: IDLS
K you could b« any utensil what
would you be and why? i would be a ipofk
because rm fun, sponuneous, outgoing and out-ofrhe-oufcury.

litamtoada
It ba and why? My boyfriend »o I cook) have someone to talc to and
to enjoy the beaches with.
What is your favorite make out song? -Hmo™ by a Momently Ufchouse.
What was your dream job whan you ware younger?
I always wanted to be an acnes on Bmadway It combined everything I love*
Acting, singinq and danono.

Bad fashion belongs in decades of past, fond memories
Many heinous fashion trends exist. Each
decade seems to usher in a few looks that we
regret now — or at least we will someday.
Half of a century of unsightly trends were
kicked off in the '50s with the poodle skirt
These skirts may be antiques, but worn with
white socks and saddle shoes, they were anything but grown-up. Leave the poodle skirts
on the hanger and raid your grandmother's
closet for classy '50s cardigans instead.
The British invasion of the '60s brought tht
mod look — white knee boots wom with hot
pants, which never are a good combination.
Hippie styles, like leather fringe and gaucho
(huge pant legs and sleeves), also were wom.
Hopefully, we'll never see those again.
Disco and John Travolta made their debuts

Written by
Erin Lee

*iii|iiii».ii -LPP

imiJadfiiiiftH
in the '70s. Unfortunately, bell-bottom pants also
surfaced. These extremely tight pants — which
appeared to cut off circulation in the (ahem) nether region — flared at the knee to form a bell shape.
Thank goodness this look has been toned down to
moderately flared — aka bootcut — pants.
Acid-washed jeans ranks No. 1 on my

Hilltop Carwash <. ;jj£

Open
24 hours

"The oldest Carwash in Town,
but slill the best."

list of appalling '80s looks. These jeans were
high-waisted, tapered and the worst shade
of blue imaginable. They were worn by the
best of us until the early '90s; 1 cringe when
I reminisce my 8-year-old, side-ponytailed
self in those jeans. Ladies also wore shoulder pads, presumably to keep them in touch
with their inner football player.
Everyone has a favorite bad fashion memory.
"1 didn't lik.- the stirrup leggings because they
never stayed on my feet and they were just not
flattering," senior Jennifer Dascher said.
Sophomore Kristen Lundsten said,
"Slouch socks were pretty bad where you
wore three or four different colors so your
legs looked like stupid ice cream cones"
Although most of us spent our youth in

CO£CJL

the '90s, many unsightly trends may have
slipped our minds. Every guy's Christmas
list used to include a massive Starter jacket to
wear over his sagging jeans.
One trend 1 detest from recent years
is the Playboy Bunny gear. 1 regretfully
admit that I briefly was a victim. This
bunny symbol, sported both by girls and
guys, was representative of Hugh Hefner's
prized possessions — his magazine and his
"Bunnies." Did the Bunny on the clothes
exude sexuality? Probably not
Who knows what our children will
think when they look back on the fashion
of today — but for now — we can be safe
knowing the fashion of the '80s and '90s
appear to be taking a back seat.

Tie Bro^t

TWlCEAWEEK

A clean car is a happy car.
Cheer your car up for less.
Touchiest Automatic Wash

540.434.5258

Only $2.oo

6P0 Old Furnace Rd.
•(Just off E. Market St.)
Ham'sonburg. VA

Salt service $1.00/4 mln.
Vacs(50

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, F ACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
AnnM.Schaeffer.CNM.MED

ShemndoaL
ProicMlonal Care with • Personal Touch

Annual Gyn Exam

Insurance and

Birth Control

Major Credit

Colposcopy

Cards Accepted

Breast Exams

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS
The Christian Science Monitor
An independent, unbiased International daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonbuig, VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

Beautiful 18-Hole Championship Golf Course!

Heritage Oaks
GOLF
COURSE
Outings/Tournaments
Fully Stocked Pro Shop
Driving Range
Instruction
Junior and Senior Rates Available
HOMECOMING SPECIAL!
18 Holes With Cart

$25.00PerPlw
Iwith this til
fy: Mm. 30. 2004
680 Gttbtis Church Hold
Hirrisonburg. Vi 22801
1540) 442.8502

540.568.6127

Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool.

Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com

Life
is Calling.

V

How far will you go?
\
Interview with a Peace Corps recruiter at JMU
and learn how you can make a difference in
others' lives, and your own.

Peace Corps Interview Day
Thursday, October 28
Sign up with Career Services.
Submit your application online at
peacecorps.gov by October 22.

^

'•».

LIS

£\
^k
^K
W
J
^F
V

P*ac« Corps
For mar* Info contact
Haathac Laa
(800) 424-SM0 X10B3
hlaa*paacacorpa.gov
www.paacacorpa.gov
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UNBEATEN: U of R
falls despite career
passing day by Tutt
U\BEATEN, from pagr 9
back Maurice Fenner was
the beneficiary of JMU's productive offensive line. He
finished the game with 139
yards on 21 carries, including a 46-yard touchdown run
with 2:20 to go in the fourth
quarter to give the Dukes a
26-17 advantage.
Fenner said the plan from
the beginning was to attack
Richmond's defensive front.
"We came into the game
wanting to run the ball as
much as we could." Fenner
said. "We wanted to try and
pound them."
Matthews agreed, saying
the play of his offensive line
made it possible to wear down
Richmond's run defense.
"We were running two
plays and they just couldn't
stop us," Matthews said.
LeZotte's big play took
place with just over three
minutes to go in the third
quarter and the Dukes up 197. On third and goal from the
JMU 4-yard line. Richmond
tailback David Freeman took
a pitch running right, toward
the corner of the end zone.
LeZotte's diving tackle took
Freeman down at the 3-yard
line. The Spiders were forced
to settle for a field goal.
"The coaches put me in the
right position to make a play
and 1 did," LeZotte said i
think it was a big play. I don't
know if it was game-changing,
but it was big."
JMU redshirt sophomore
quarterback Justin Rascab's 65yard touchdown pass to redshirt
sophomore wide receiver Ardon
Bransford on the previous possession had given the Dukes
their 19-7 cushion. It was a play
designed to take advantage of

DEFENSE: Dukes
dominate on D-line
DEFENSE, from pagr 9
and did a great job of estabishing the line of scrimmage,"
Clawson said. "There's a reason they're the best defense in
the Atlantic 10."
Despite Richmond's struggles on the ground, the Spiders' made a dent through the
air as Tutt posted a career day.
He passed for 310 yards, completing 26 of 41 passes for two
touchdowns — one of which
came with six seconds to go in
the first half. Tutt connected
with Arman Shields on a Hail
Mary that went 41-yards for
the score.
The Dukes will be tested
through the air in coming
weekends — primarily, against
the 5-2 College of William &
Mary, who brandish one the A10*s best quarterbacks in Lang
Campbell. Campbell lit up the
University of North Carolina
MATTHEW STOSS/jrnww photographer for 322 yards and two touchRedeNrt Junior defensive tackle Frank Cobbe bats down • Stacey downs earlier this season.
Tutt (3) past. The JMU defense sacked Tutt six times Saturday.
JMU also takes on the de-

Richmond's aggressive defense
"We faked our bubble
screen out there," Matthews
said. "Ardon usually goes to
block and he just went down
the field. Richmond was overplaying that play."
Rascati said, "It's ,i little Z
in-and-go and they were biting
on it with their safety. We just
executed it and scored "
I ML' had taken control of
the game early with a 32-yard
field goal from sophomore
place kicker David Rabil and
an 8-yard touchdown run
from redshirt junior tailback
Raymond Hines.
The Dukes led 9-0 with six
seconds left in the first half
when Richmond quarterback
Stacy Tutt threw a 41-yard
touchdown pass to wide receiver Arman Shields, cutting
the JMU lead to 9-7.
Down 19-10, the Spiders
would make a final upset bid
when Tutt hit Shields again
with 11 minutes left in the
game, pulling the Spiders to
within two.
Richmond however, would
not get any closer as Fenner's
touchdown run sealed the win
for the Dukes.
"This was a typical JMU/
Richmond game," Matthews
said. "It was very hard-fought,
and everyone competed."
With the win, the Dukes
return home having won four
straight games for the first
time since 1999.
"It's always good to play
at home," Rascati said. "We
have some big games coming
up. We have to keep working
hard and keep our heads level
and not be satisfied."
JMU takes on Virginia Military Institute (0-8) Saturday
at 3 p.m.

WIN, from page 9
"Bryant Karpinski was awesome,"
"There was a lot of sliding; obvi- Lombardo said. "She just would not
ously, it was easier to slide because let (VCU's Solfrid Anderson) rum/
it was wet, but still, the extra sliding and, from a defensive standpoint did
to the ball really helped out."
what we asked her to do."
Seipp also attributed the win—and
While the game statistics for
JMUs play—to their extra effort
JMU and VCU were similar —
"Everyone stepped up their with JMU's six shots on goal to
game and there was a lot of com- VCU's seven — JMU capitalized
munication," she said. "Everyone on chances at net in both the first
was keeping each other up."
and second half.
The Dukes built on their lead
"We had two timely and great
early in the second half, scoring at goals," Lombardo said. "(Cebulthe 53:13 mark, on I-well's goal as- ski) busted her tail and Annie
sisted by Cebulski and Lowry.
Lowry did a lot of the work to get
JMU's defense kept VCU off the that ball in, played Sarah in and
board until 82:26 when VCU Kasey then that game-winner was just
Sanvig scored on an assist from picture perfect."
Leigh Anthony.
Lombardo added, "That's what
Coach Dave Lombardo praised this team is all about. We don't have
the play of junior midfielder Emily any superstars, but we've got kids
Baskin and defender Bryant Karpin- that work hard and play for each
ski on defending VCU's players.
other, and that's what we needed."

Greek, European & Middle-Eastern foods
Specializing in Vegetarian & Vegan dishes
3060 S. Main St., Harrisonburg
Inside of Sue's Super Nutrition

°PrNMON-

2-6 p.m.

2-12, Toy Museum; 540-458-3772

OCT. 21-23 and OCX. 28-31
w-« NATURAL BRIDGE

_

(NeW) rwraMO ROOM

(NSW)
SPECIAL EFFECTS
(NSW)
RETAIL BOOTH
(SaO) 46.4-2253
www.naturalbrldasva.com

NEW THIS YEAR....THE LIVING TORSOI
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MiDAS Auto Service Experts
Oil Changes
Shocks 6 "

MDAS

Belts

IMPLETEAUTO SERVICE'
SATURDAY 7:30AM

fending I-AA national champion, the University of Delaware.
The 5-0 Fighting Blue Hens
are one of two teams basking in
A-10 perfection after its 31-28
besting of the Tribe Saturday,
the other being JMU — which
also stands at 5-0 within the
conference. JMU and Delaware
currently are tied for first in the
A-10/s south division.
Overall, both the Dukes and
Hens are 6-1 with UD's lone loss
coming at the hands of the University of New Hampshire in its
season opener. JMU was downed
by West Virginia University in its
third game of the year.
JMU meets Delaware in two
weeks on Nov. 6, followed by
the Tribe Nov. 13. Both games
are at Bridgeforth Stadium.
"Every game you play has
championship implications,"
JMU coach Mickey Matthews
said. "They're going to be good
ones going home — but they're
in Harrisonburg and our record
is very good at home."

WIN: Dukes .500 in CAA FUCHS: Gets marie

^•jr^^yg/* c/*«**«*

si. 540-490 0141
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Massanutten Resort
0MM JFOJH FMJEB!
Now Hiring for Ski Season
(December through March)
LM Attendants,

Snow Tubing Attendants, Rental Shop
Attendants, Instructors, Cashiers, Telephone
Operators, Retail Shop, and Food Servfce.
Free Mid-Weak Skiing. Ruital Equprrenl. and Lessons kx Working Only 20 rkwrs Per Week. .
a^->-a—v.—..ai.-a...^ —^..^,-^a. -^ .
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FUCHS, from pagr 9
like that," Hussack said. "I don't know if it will
tarnish it in the future."
Including their most recent match against
VCU, the Dukes sit at 14-7, holding even at .500
in the CAA with a record of 4-4. This weekend,
JMU faces two more conference opponents in
George Mason University Friday and Towson
University Saturday. Towson is in first place and
8-1 in the CAA with an overall mark of 17-7.
Going into this weekend, trie reality of claiming her
very own JMU record still hasn't completely sunk in.
"I knew when it happened in the William &
Mary game," Fuchs said. "After we lost I was so
devastated mat 1 didn't even care. 1 know at the end
of seasoa I'll say, 'Damn, I set the block records.' "
But, the end of the season isn't quite here yet.
The Dukes still have six games remaining — all
against CAA opponents and, after those, maybe
the conference tournament.
"I'm still not happy," Fuchs said. "I'm pissed off
because we lost |against William & Mary). I don't
plan on my season ending on senior night."

lassifieds
I hDKODMMAri ' female toominale
ided ASAP. lownhoiiK. %2(.' m„.
171) 235-0397.
LIZABETII STREB1 •ches.
hardwood
ftemct.
appliances

hadTOcaai
floor*,
S6I-3068.

I>YIM,I IVINO
(ill ( \MH si
psit die Housing Fair Nov 3rd 11-4 in
: College Center Log on lo JMU's
rial off-campus housing website for
Wsing. roommates, sublets A more
gf/i ' w*7> jmi eiAi/ot f ItMings.

APARTMEf
pRISd

sol MIMIU SUBLEASE
needed
Spring
$3". per moath
Male
Female
(571)
2144051

HERE Wll I

Mil

I 111

M\l

EAR? JAtUoffcampuMum ia the
comprehensive FREE avebstte
pting the best houses, lownhouses.
ssrtmcnts, and graduate houMog
2005-06
.im <cffcmaim.com

D6CEMBIR.
1BR
AW
S475
Squill
Hillsracious,
w,
d.
views, 7.Uaq(l
(540) 418-«6o.

FOX
HILL
FOUR
BEDROOM
Tollhouse.
I bedroom available
3 male* in residence
Immediate
occupaacy
or
spring
semester
2005. SJltVmonui (973) 8654376
ROOM AVAILABl 1 NOW at Sunchase
with 3 main Top Door, fully furnished.
S'in month
Call liaa 442-4800.
SPRING SUBLET JAN -AUC III Two
rooms available in Southvicw apt. $321/
mo nV f E-mail: \mtme@/mu tdu
■ ■'
call
(540)421-9474
SPRING
AND/OR
SUMMER
2005 One
Urge room
in two
mom apartment at Hunters Ridge
1300V
month.
murpforftwjmuedu

r-W
ULENSIDI
KIWMIOMES
Devon Lane. 3 BR. 3 1/2 BA.
p.lly Equipped Kitchen. furnished
cflil, Internet Provided. $350
K.oiTi Call Today: 540-2K9-966I.
PN'T LIMIT YOUR HOUSING
■ch lo jurt i couple of properties
I oficampia.com.
The
only of JMU housing options
I all in one place. Free. caay. aa-d
open.
JSflJoffcmnpm.com
WSON MANORS -FtniaW 3
I ipi. 2 balhi available 12/15/04.
T Icaw takeover, welcome sublease.
dishwasher.
suimming
. lennb courta, bus stop* nearby. 3
0 person. 2 roomie*. $330l. Be»t 10 e-mail m, f-irykJ'•ijmurdu
call
(540)
* 74-3039

ATTN: PREM1ERBUSINESSSYSTEM
Work
anywhere1
J5OO-S60OO*/
Month FT FT. lull Training. (800)
JH0-OM7 or wwwfaaiHnnMC/.cwa
STABLE HELP WANTED Work
off board a) leaaona in working
student program
Hired help alto
needod. Reb req'd, esp a plus.
Contact
loanna
(540)
908-8409
HELP WANTED - START @ 12.00/
MR Southcaatem Freight Lines, the
13th largest LTL trucking company
in the U. S. is currently looking
for part-time freight handlers to
load/ unload trailers between 5am
and I Oam. Monday thru Friday.
Hours may vary dependant upon class
schedules and availabhly. Apply at
241 Blue Ridge Drive. Hamsonburg
(behind Lowe's), or call Damn
Moore for more info. SEFL is a EOE
(540)801-0690

SPRING SUBLEASE Female roommate
needed in Aahby $345/ mo Great
niommate*" Call C57) 869-9951

SIM

FOR SALE
CAR FOR SALh!
1994 Nissan
Altima.
awesome
condition, losv
mileage, cd. ac, power everything.
$3300
neg
<^57>
869-0374

BARTENDING!
No txparinot
prowded.

$250Vday
necessary

(8001

%5-6520

Potential
Training

THE BREEZE
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MAKE MONEY, SURVEYS Make
Money at Home Taking Surveys?
Is this povsible? Find out the Truth
al
www TrutliAlxniiSu'wt> mm.
M \KI MONEY TAKING SURVEYS
Earn $I0-$I25 for Surveys. Lam
$25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit

**w.cash43iudenti.com/breexe

HOMECOMING
2004
OCT. 25-31
You won't want to miss any of the
great events frx trie celebration!
Some of this year's Homecoming
Events include:

MONDAY
Banner Contest
TUESDAY
Gavin OGraw Concert
WEDNESDAY

WAiVTED: "DIT.RS AND "OM"ERS
If you participated in Destination
Imagination or Odyssey of the Mind in
High School, and would like lo become
a pan of a University team. LET US
KNOW!
email
armslrrmtymu.edu
(540)255-3439
HOW TO HYPNOTIZE! SECRETS that
really work. wM-waukkxlmelodav.com

EM212

TAKING ONLINE SURVEYS MAKES
YOU $75! wwm.GmPaidToT1ujik.com

HORSb BOARDING * LESSONS
5 mm. lo H'burg. Spccialal Buy
3 mfhs board » $150 discount.
Spectal»2 Buy 6 pak leaaoaa gal I
FREE! Contact Joanna (540) 908-8409

SKYDIVE! One day first Tandem
jumps from 13.500' from our 22
jumper
aircraft.
Gift
Ceruflcau!
877-DIVFSK Y
(877-348-3759)
SECONDARY SURVIVORS" GROUT
now forming. A safe and confidential
group providing
information and
support for men experiencing a loved
one dealing with sexual assault. Contact
John, drwtiya@tmu.edu or 568-3407.

Sunset on the Quad
THURSDAY
Commons Day
Talent Jam

FRIDAY
Annual Golf Tournament
Homecoming Gala
Parade
Pep Rally
Arlo Guthrte Concert
SATURDAY
5k Fun Run/Walk
Hanson Field Festival
Homecoming Tailgate
Football- JMU vsVMI
Step Show

I www.ihebreeze.org I MONDAY, OCT. 25, 2004 115

SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with STS.
America's a I Student Tour Operator
lo Jamaica, Cancun. Acapuko, Bahamas
and Florida Now hiring on-campm
reps
Call
for
group
<Mstoimrs
Information/Reservations I-W0-44S-4849.
www.ilitravtl.com.
li
SHUNO BREAK WEDS! 11
Lowest
prices
guaranteed
Free
meals! Booh II people, get the 12th
tnp free! Group discounts for 6*
www SpriogBreakDlKounticom
or
I-800-838-8202

mi
Bahamas Party

Cruise $299
Cancun $469
Jamaica $469

lows*
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK Celebrity
Cruise! 5 Days from J279! Includes
meals, port-taxes, exclusive beach
parties wttn 20* of your favorite
tv
celebrities
as
seen
on E
Real World, Road Rules. Bachelor'
Great
beaches,
nightlife
Ethics
award
winning
company'

Prices On Spnna areas

GUARAHTIf 0

aw>«ojina iwiasurian

'.Serlif BriakTrevtl.com

1-800-678-6386

www.SpringBrtakTravel.com.
1-800-671-6386
SPRING
BREAK!
CANCUN.
APAPULCO, JAMAICA From $459
• tax. Florida SI59! Our Cancun
Prices are $100 less than others! Book
now!
includes breakfasts, dinner
Ethics
award
winning
company
View 500 hotel reviews and videos
al
www.SprmgBrtakTravtl.com
I-800-678-6J86
SPRING BREAK »l Spring Break
Vacations! Cancun. Jamaica, Acaculco.
Bahamas. Florida * Coals Rica.
Campus Reps Wanted! Free Meads'
800-234-7007 iialsisswawiiaiia I
Sprier* Break 2*05 ( hmHtate
Find a better price' Losvaal prices, free

meals, hottest panics!

Visit
hnrryAvww.|muedu/horrtKorriing

SPRING

November 6th Deadline'
Hiring reps- earn free tnpa A cash!
www.tmiuplt.iluaMn.com

Spring Break
Otiicial Partner
(|'W]l!H'6'L\'<

PERSONALS
Place a FUN ad in
fhi freeze C\3Si\ieii\\
love notes ^
Shootout! W
Jokes
'
Cte. •

>t*W.f>im*Yt>Vtorv/eilutft<t1l
561 6127

COLLEGE AND PRO F00TBAI1
Largest & Only Hi-Def Widescreen
& Individual Table Volume Control
Saturday: College Carnal, vorioui oamas
Simday: Vote tar yew favorite games for tha 1p & 4e {
MetMtay Monday Night Feetkall

I al Oava't all waakl. Sanday Night Football

Come experience the quality In definition on the big screen and delicious
Greek, American, and Italian food at your table or delivered to your door'
121 South Main Street 110 Port Republic Roast
Delivery: 801 TOGO
Manu and Hours Open I
564-1417
801-8646
www.davastaverna.ceni
www.GeLook0n.com

GREAT DEAL!

*

53% OFF

•

Up from Regal Cinemas
120 University Blvd.
43S-0080
Please call ahead for take-out.
Dim In Available.

%
RT's grilled Chiclum Wrap

•

$■499]
normally *4**
irm^momtrt.mli.kimi:

[•»Hnn|i "' liiiiaiaiiii
« •»* an oaanaao * .atai. ■

Advertise with
The Breeze
540.568.6127 + www.thebreeze.org
the_breeze@jmu.edu
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Pheasant Run
Townhomes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yaids

'HIHillll'

Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

Cable/Phone/Ethernet available,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!!

Pheasant Run
Townhomes
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun,net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
Monday - Friday 10am - 5pm

Or

View a map to our location on GoLookOriJ ¥•9

